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Economic TREASON by D.C.
will make hard times in Hawaii

Chuck Baldwin for President
The Constitution Party’s Candidate
Chuck Baldwin is a candidate for President of the United States
on the Constitution Party ticket. His official campaign web site is
located at: http://www.baldwin08.com/
Baldwin has a blueprint for America's survival as a free and independent
republic that the Constitution for the united States of America was designed to
perpetuate in order to insure the blessings of liberty to all American Citizens
regardless of race or creed. [Everybody in our constitutional republic is an equal
Citizen with authority to exercise the law, rather than just obey authorities. ALL
CITIZENS are Civil Officers and a constituent element of the state having equal
right to administration of affairs of goverment; Sovereign Citizens self-govern.]
Why haven’t you heard of Presidential candidate Chuck Baldwin? The
national media today are nothing more than lap dogs for both major parties, but
especially for the Democratic Party. We have not seen a sincere effort by the major
media to circumvent the machinations of the party in power (Democrat or
Republican) since the days of the Watergate investigations. The sycophant media
panders to D&R power centers, and won’t mention Chuck Baldwin.
However, if you support the constitutional Republic of the united States of
America, you CAN vote for US Presidential candidate Chuck Baldwin of the
Constitution Party, the only real conservative running for the presidency. Baldwin
understands and supports the limitations on the powers of government servants
defined in the Constitution for the united States of America. Lets save the
Republic from socialists and fascists and traitors.
Barack Obama is a committed socialist, and John McCain has never been, a
true conservative. Barack Obama and John McCain hold and boast of several
views that are the antithesis of our Constitution for the united States of America
on issues like global warming, taxes, and illegal aliens, War, and economy, socialism, education, and against the right of American Citizens to keep and bear arms
for protection of our families and our Republic and Constitutional limits on government servants. [VP candidate Sarah Palin is contrasted with Joe Biden in that
she's young, pro-life, pro-gun, pro-energy and pro-tax cuts, i.e., she’s republican.]
Are you concerned that granting amnesty to 12-38 million illegal aliens will
destroy American language and culture as well as the US economy, education,
health care, and reliance on the rule of law?
John McCain and Obama have both stated their support for such a devestating plan! A vote for Obama or McCain will guarantee the decay of America into
a third world existence! The situation our country faces is even more dangerous
with Hiliary Clinton likely to be Obama's secretary of state, if he is elected
President. Both major parties’ platforms and their candidates remain committed to
militarism and reckless spending - with inflationary economy to fund it all.
Restore Republic is the first step in alerting our countrymen to these dangers,
and spread the message of freedom as the only remedy. We must resist the false
choices the two major parties are giving us: Vote Chuck Baldwin for President.

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.
Preserve YOUR Sovereignty: Enforce the Bill of Rights !

Congressional legislation, greed, and Clinton era arm twisting forced lending
institutions to give subprime loans to people who otherwise did not qualify for
mortages, thus causing today’s economic troubles and a proposed $700 Billion
bailout burden on Taxpayers.
Since the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977, Congress requires banks to
offer loans to minorities in low-income areas, even if the clients can't make down
payments, don't have good credit histories, or even employment histories. These
high interest subprime loans frequently default.
Barack Obama and Democrats blame today’s financial turmoil on a dysfunctional market, forgetting that more legislation by Democrats during the Clinton
years are a prime reason for it. The Clinton administration, obsessed with multiculturalism, dictated [regulated with stiff penalties] where mortgage lenders could
lend, and originally helped create the market for the high-risk subprime loans.
The Community Redevelopment Act on steriods.
Yes, the market was fueled by greed and overleveraging in the secondary
market for subprimes, mortgaged-backed securities traded on Wall Street. But the
seed was planted in the '90s by Clinton and his social engineers. They were the
political catalyst behind this slow-motion financial train wreck.
Clinton administration cronies mismanaged the quasi-governmental agencies
that over the decades have come to manage the real estate market in America.
Frank Raines took the helm at Fannie Mae in 1999, then used it as his personal
piggy bank, looting it for a total of almost $100 million in compensation by the
time he left in early 2005 under an ethical cloud, being accused of overstating
earnings and shifting losses so he and other executives could earn big bonuses.
Other Clinton cronies, including Janet Reno aide Jamie Gorelick, padded
their pockets to the tune of another $75 million.
At the same time, the Clinton administration was pushing Fannie and her
brother Freddie Mac to buy more mortgages from low-income households. The
Clinton-era corruption, combined with unprecedented catering to affordablehousing lobbyists, resulted in today's nationalization of both Fannie and Freddie,
a move that is expected to cost taxpayers 700 billions of dollars.
And the worst is far from over. By the time it is, we'll all be paying for
Clinton's social experiment, one that Obama hopes to trump with a whole new
round of meddling in the housing and jobs markets. The social experiment Obama
has planned is huge and expensive beyond dreams. The government-can-do-nowrong crowd just doesn't get it. They won't acknowledge the law of unintended
consequences from their misguidedWar on the Economy TREASONOUS acts.
Obama and Democrats in DC think even more regulation and more interference in the market will solve the problem their policies helped cause. For now,
unarmed by the historic record, conventional wisdom is buying into their blamebusiness-first rhetoric and bigger-government solutions.
Market failure? Hardly, this crisis has government's fingerprints all over it.

MHS Library Gets Endowed
Molokai High School Library is the proud recipient of The National
Endowment for the Humanities’ new Picturing America initiative. Picturing
America provides an innovative way for citizens of all ages to explore the history and character of America through some of our nation’s great works of art.
As one of the over 26,000 schools and public libraries recently to receive the
program, we have access to this high quality resource that we are using to engage
our students with discussions of our nation’s art, history, civics, literature!
The images of people, places, and events illustrating American history give
our students a chance to better understand our country’s past and its ideals. What
better way to see the courage of a great leader than through Emanuel Leutze’s
Washington Crossing the Delaware? How better to appreciate the power of
American democracy than through Norman Rockwell’s Freedom of Speech?
These masterpieces are opening our students’ eyes to America’s rich history and
culture while providing an introduction to the broader world of the humanities.
For more information on the program, you can visit the Picturing America
Web site at: www.PicturingAmerica.neh.gov. Feel free to peruse the site, and
check out the images and the great links included. Sit down with your kids and
start conversations about the beautiful masterpieces!
The NEH will offer Picturing America to more schools and libraries in 2009.
Applications are currently being accepted. All eligible organizations in the U.S.
and its territories that have not previously received Picturing America may apply
for the program through Oct. 31, 2008 at PicturingAmerica.neh.gov
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Chuck Baldwin for President
The American people do have a real choice for President and V.P. in the
Constitution Party’s nomination of Chuck Baldwin for President and his VP running mate Darrell Castle (a former Marine Corps officer and Vietnam veteran)
Ron Paul has endorsed this team, and asks his supporters to vote for them.
Chuck Baldwin, unlike Obama and McCain speaks of the Constitutional limits on powers of government agents: “I want to return America to constitutional
government. "The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,
nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the
people." (Amendment X) I believe that, and will govern the Executive branch of
the federal government accordingly.
My sworn oath to the Tenth Amendment means I would dismantle the Patriot
Act and restore law enforcement to the states and local governments, where it
rightly belongs. Yes, this includes the so-called "war on drugs" and the so-called
"war on terror." No more warrantless searches and seizures. No more eavesdropping on Americans' phone calls, or collecting Americans' emails, or spying on
American citizens without court order and oversight. No more stripping
Americans of their constitutional rights in the name of "national security." In
addition, I would use every power and authority vested to my office to preserve
and protect the right of the people to keep and bear arms. And, yes, I will immediately restore Posse Comitatus. As President, I want to protect America from
Washington, D.C., as much I want to protect it from foreign powers.
I will also take the words of the Declaration of Independence seriously,
where it states, "That these United Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free
and Independent States." This means the day I am sworn in as President of the
United States, the New World Order comes crashing down! The NAFTA superhighway is dead. The North American Union is dead. I will work to eliminate
NAFTA, CAFTA, GATT, and the WTO. The FTAA is DOA. I will not expend tax
dollars for the support of the United Nations.
Furthermore, I will take my oath to the Constitution seriously, when it states
that one of the express purposes of the federal government is to "repel Invasions."
This means we will secure America's borders, because the illegal immigration crisis is more than mere immigration: it is an invasion, and I will stop it! Even if I
have to send the U.S. Army to the borders, we will put a stop to this invasion of
illegal aliens. I will also aggressively prosecute those employers who knowingly
hire illegals. And did I mention that my first day in office is Border Patrol Agents
Ramos and Compean's last day in prison? I will personally open the prison doors
and restore to these men their freedom. I will also give them their jobs back (with
pay), if they want them. And one more item on this point: my first day of office
is also U.S. Attorney Johnny Sutton's last day on the job.
I also share Ron Paul's concerns for the way the two major parties have
allowed the United States to become a meddlesome, interventionist, nation-building empire for the sake of satisfying the greedy machinations of international
bankers and power-hungry politicians. I will not only bring our troops home from
Iraq and Afghanistan, but also from most of the other 130 nations that currently
house U.S. forces. I will end foreign aid. [more on page 4 ]......Chuck Baldwin
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Tree Trimming-recycle eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate
We also do rock busting, appliance repair,
house painting and repairs, hauling.

Birth Announcement

Baby boy David Kamahele Hideo Hanaoka-Soares was born on
August 22, 2008 to Natashaann Hiilani Kimiyo Hanaoka and Niles Francis Kawehi
Soares. Baby David was 7 lbs. 14 oz. and 20 1/2” long at birth according to
Certified Nurse Midwife Joan Thompson.
Big sister Shaianahlynn and big brother Lawrence welcome their new baby
brother. Maternal Grandparents are Harry Sr. and April Hanaoka. Paternal grandparents are the late Earl Pawn, Jr. and Morrency & Gussie Dudoit.
Baby boy Francis Leo A. Bumatay was born on September 12, 2008 to
Corazon C. Aquino and John M. Bumatay. Baby Francis weighed 7 bs. 12 oz. and
was 20 inches at birth,according to Certified Nurse Midwife Joan Thompson.
Baby girl Khloe Hau‘oli Juario Bicoy was born on September 18, 2008
to Kabbie Bicoy and Isaiah Bicoy. Baby Khloe was 7 lbs. 6 oz. and 20 inches at
birth according to Certified Nurse Midwife Phyllis Laraiso. Baby Khloe has three
siblings, Kelsey, Keeya and Kailani. Grandparents are Larie Lorico and Milton
& Mahina Juario. Paternal grandparents are Dart & Julie Bicoy.

The Book of Honu:
Enjoying and Learning about Hawaii’s Sea Turtles
Authors Peter Bennett &
Ursula Keuper-Bennett
Avid sports divers Peter Bennett &
Ursula Keuper-Bennett tell of their love
of Hawaiian green sea turtles they have
met and followed since their first in
1988 they named Clothahump, off
Honokawai, Maui. They dedicate the
book to Clothahump, their first honu
friend, who they observed and bonded
with until she died of tumors they saw
developing until 1993, their last sighting of her.
Though they were not scientists,
they learned from and shared with
George H. Balazs, turtle expert and others. The Book of Honu: Enjoying and
Learning about Hawaii’s Sea Turtles is
a landmark document of photographs of
individuals, Honu habits and habitat.
Over twenty years’ collection of experiences of a special group of Honu is the
story of respect, affection and survival of an ancient native population beginning
to make a comeback. The authors tell of the highly successful conservation and
research program and protection granted by the U.S. Endangered Species Act
enabling encounters between sea turtles and humans in Hawai‘i becoming more
common.
The science of our vegetarian ocean friends, how best to see them and respect
them, their nesting and life cycles, some of their distress issues are discussed in an
easily read style. Detailed stories of encounters between Honu, at various sites, the
use of updated scientific tagging, tracking and identification methods are told with
respect and look to the future survival the special Hawaiian Green Sea Turtles, the
Honu. Clear, colorful underwater photographs by the authors of individuals
including Clothahump, Akebono, Tutu, Nui , and George enrich the story of the
amazing Honu of Hawai‘i and their relatives.
The Chapter 10 allegory of the classic The Little Prince is a thought-provoking conclusion to The Book of Honu: Enjoying and Learning about Hawai‘i’s
Sea Turtles [University of Hawai‘i Press, ISBN 978-0-8248-3127-1, softcover,
$18.95]. SP
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom

Anti-gun
Mayor is Convicted
Kwame Kilpatrick, the now-former black mayor of Detroit, and a member

Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

of New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg's "Mayors Against Illegal Guns,"
pled guilty to felony charges of lying under oath and obstruction of justice, and
pled no-contest to the charge of assaulting a police officer, on September 4th.
Wayne County Circuit Court Judge David Groner sentenced Kilpatrick to
two concurrent terms of four months in jail and fined him $1 million. Kilpatrick,
who refused to resign from the mayor's job before being sentenced, was also
forced to resign. He also lost his law license and will serve a five-year probation,
during which time he will be barred from running for office.
Last year, Sen. Barack Obama called Kilpatrick a "great mayor" and
"friend," revered as a "leader . . . across the country" for doing an "outstanding
job" of bringing about a "renaissance" in the Motor City. As Kilpatrick's legal
fate seemed unavoidable, however, Obama called upon him to resign.
Presidential candidate Barack OBAMA SUPPORTS GUN BANs:
A Total Ban on Handguns
A Ban on Firearms Kept in the Home
A Ban on Right-to-Carry Permits
A Ban on the Sale or Transfer of All Semi-Auto Firearms
Obama supported a proposal to ban gun stores within 5 miles of a school or
park, which would eliminate almost every gun store in America.
Obama has made it clear – he believes gun owners are dangerous and that
guns should be banned. If he is elected President, he could name new Supreme
Court Justices who will try to overturn the recent US Supreme Court decision in
Heller case that 2nd Amendment is an individual right to keep and bear arms.
Obama’s VP choice, Joe Biden, is also ANTI 2nd Am. Just like fellow
Democrats Edward Kennedy, Charles Schumer and Dianne Feinstein, Biden has
voted for, and actively pushed, major anti-gun bills:
* Banning semi-automatic firearms;
* Banning hunting, sporting and self-defense ammunition;
* Banning magazines holding more than 10 rounds; and
* Imposing a waiting period on handgun sales.
Biden also voted against the law that prohibits lawsuits designed to bankrupt
law-abiding firearm manufacturers and dealers. And he voted against the confirmation of Supreme Court Justices who support the Second Amendment, and
voted for the confirmation of Justices who do not.
The Brady Campaign sums it up in a straightforward fashion: "Senator
Biden has been a consistent supporter of the Brady Campaign." Biden was a key
player in the fight for the Clinton federal assault weapons ban that passed in
1994. During the Democratic Party's presidential nomination debates, Biden
said, "I'm the guy who originally wrote the assault weapons ban."
When 300 members of Congress signed a legal brief supporting the Second
Amendment and opposing D.C.'s handgun ban. Biden, like Obama, refused it.
It is fair to say that if Barack Obama is elected president, Joe Biden will be
the most anti-gun vice president in American history.

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Preserve YOUR Sovereignty:
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)
The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.
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Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Full Service
6-Days Week

K ualapuu Coo k h ouse

Mondays: 7 am - 2 pm

Breakfast & Lunch 7 am - 8 pm Daily
Dinner Served 5 pm- 8 pm Daily
Thursday Night: Prime Rib
Closed Sundays
located in Kualapuu off Hwy. 480

567-9655
ONO
Kaukau!

Fly George’s
Aviation
CHARTER AIR
SERVICE
Dependable, Friendly
and affordable
Call toll free:

1-866-834-2120

on Molokai call 553-8554 on Maui call 893-2120

Mahalo Molokai for your SUPPORT !
● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TRAFFIC TICKETS ?
"All codes, rules and regulations are applicable to the government authorities only, not
human/Creators in accordance
with God's laws. All codes,
rules and regulations are
unconstitutional and lacking in
due process ..."

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

Rodriques v Ray Donavan [U.S.
Department of Labor,] 769 F. 2d
1344, 1348 [1985]
==================

Instant/Tankless Water Heater

Unlawful Orders

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE
from home. *Medical *Business
*Paralegal, *Computers, *Criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer available. Financial Aid if
qualified. Call 866-858-2121
http://www.CenturaOnline.com

"It is the absolute responsibility
of everybody in uniform to disobey an order that is either illegal or immoral." ~General Pace,

9/26/2008 Girls Volleyball King Kekaulike Barn
7:00 pm
9/27/2008 Girls Volleyball Seabury Hall
Barn
7:00 pm
9/27/2008 Cross Country MIL Meet #4 Ironwoods 11:00 am
The Athletic Department is seeking a Girls Soccer Coach. Please contact Mrs.
Camie Kimball at 567-6959 as soon as possible! Mahalo!
Reminders
• The first SAT is on October 4.
• The first ACT is on October 25.
• Juniors should sign up for the December SAT and ACT.

Chuck Baldwin for U.S. President
.....continued from page 2
I will get the U.S. out of NATO. It is past time for the European states to
defend themselves. It is time for us to stop sticking our nose in every other
nation's business and start taking care of the United States. The Warfare State will
kill us. Global empires are not sustainable. I repeat: global empires are not sustainable. History proves that fact.
Because I take my oath to the Constitution for the united States of America
seriously, I would never send troops to invade and occupy a foreign country without a Declaration of War by Congress. In dealing with rogue terrorist organizations such as al Qaeda, I will seek letters of Marque and Reprisal from Congress,
which would give me the authority to use whatever special and/or private forces
are necessary to seek out and destroy those who desire our hurt.
I am absolutely dedicated to preserving religious liberty, via 1st Amendment.
Religious tyranny is as evil as political or social tyranny. And, as I will be no
man's slave, neither will I be any man's master.
I also share Dr. Ron Paul's commitment to the sanctity of life. When I
become President, I will use the bully pulpit of the White House to press
Congress to pass Dr. Paul's Sanctity of Life Act, which would overturn Roe v.
Wade and end abortion-on-demand.
As President, I will enforce Constitution-based sound money policies. I
would seek to eliminate the Internal Revenue Service, and disband the Federal
Reserve. I would lead the charge to return America to sound money principles. I
would seek to reduce federal spending to constitutional levels by eliminating the
Departments of Education, Commerce, Energy. I would demand that Congress
pass a balanced budget and that we stop deficit spending.
Neither John McCain nor Barack Obama will do any of the above.
Needless to say, I am both humbled and honored that Ron Paul endorsed me
for President. I can think of no higher compliment to my candidacy., and now
publicly thank him for this vote of confidence. I know my Vice Presidential running mate, Darrell Castle (a former Marine Corps officer and Vietnam veteran),
joins me in inviting all of Dr. Paul's supporters to help us take the message of constitutional government into the general election on November 4.
Thank you.
Chuck Baldwin for President

Chuck Baldwin is a candidate for
President of the united States of America on
the Constitution Party ticket. His official campaign web site is located at:

http://www.baldwin08.com/

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
National Press Club, February 17,
2006

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

Molokai High School
Book Fair Coming in October
The MHS Library is sponsoring a Book Fair. The fair will be held in the MHS
Library from October 15 - 29. Everyone is welcome to come to the fair!
Upcoming Athletics

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2006-2007
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

Propane
Refrigerator/Freezers

SALE: $1299
DEPENDABLE
ENERGY EFFICIENT
PROPANE
Simple to install new, or to replace your
old electric refrigerator!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody:
558-8253
+ Pono Solar Electric products

